IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Meet Syndee Cooper: She left the dogeat-dog world for real dogs (and cats).
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he Second time around is magic
for Syndee Cooper of Uptown Pet
Bistro, at the East Market Shops.
Syndee spent many years in the corporate
world: attending meetings, putting in long
hours, traveling - doing the corporate thing.
Until the day she decided to do what she
always wanted to do and built a business
inspired by her precious pooches!
Syndee is the loving owner of three
Yorkies: Mykee, Nykee and Gabi. Over the
years, Syndee began making her own
accessories for Gabi and the gang. With
their custom barrettes, necklaces, bows
and blankets, Syndee’s pups became the
talk of the walk! Soon, friends, and friends
of friends, were asking Syndee to share her
signature styles with their own pooches.
Syndee’s wonderful canine couture can
now be found displayed in the Uptown
Pet Bistro and Boutique, located in the
East Market Shops. Here is pet-lover
heaven with clever collar charms, faux
crocodile halters with matching leashes,
beautiful necklaces and bracelets made of
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Swarovski crystals, and darling little hoodies and coats. Food items are of the purest
recipes, with only holistic and healthy
meals and snacks. And the hand-painted
bowl sets are adorable.
Syndee’s is an equal opportunity pet
boutique, with jewelry, dishes, blankets
and treats for kitties and canines alike.
She is happy to create original designs
for pets – and their parents too! Syndee’s
own “Mommy and Me” creations include
original jewelry designs for dogs and cats,
with a matching set for their humans!
Syndee is hosting a very special event
on Saturday, May 12, at the Uptown Pet
Bistro. A professional photographer
will be on premises all day with varied
and adorable backgrounds, to photograph your furry best friend – with or
without you. Make sure you call ahead
to reserve a spot!
Readers are invited to nominate League
members for future Spotlight Interviews.
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